VALUES
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY 160
ASSIGNMENT #6 (50 POINTS)

This assignment requires you to identify and discuss your career values!

You are to write a two-page paper presenting your top values, and discuss how you expect these values to impact your career decision making.

Full credit for this assignment must include a discussion of the values you identified from the following three sources. Briefly discuss the values you identified separately from the 3 sources.

(1) Values identified in SIGI-3 Mid-Term
(2) The "Values Auction (Classroom Exercise)*
(3) "Exercise 7-D" Work Values Assessment (pages 166-168).

Use those three sources to discuss and select your ‘final’ top 5 values that are MOST important to you for your career decision making.

Discussion should include both new and previous career choices, your concluding values AND compare/contrast to previous assessments results. How do these values fit with your Preferred Skills; Myers-Briggs Personality; Hermann Brain Dominance Thinking Style; Interests/Holland Codes/Strong/COPS; and SIGI? List those careers that appear to be a match for all/most/many/some of your assessments, including your values. (Are there careers on your list that contradict you values?)

THIS HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT IS DUE:

Session 20 for Tue/Thur Class
Session 21 for Wed PM Class

Preview: For the next assignment (not this one)#7 you will wrap together your career choices based on the ALL assessments. Assignment #6 “Values” is the last of the assessment categories. As part of assignment #7, you will identify your top ‘final’ 10 career choices, then research your top 5, and then ultimately, make a decision AND an educational plan for your #1choice.

The time is near to ‘take a good risk/make a good decision’.
Life IS Happening! Are YOU Ready for It!
Take Charge!
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